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AIDA Technologies

Pitch

AIDA Technologies is a specialist AI/ML company providing solutions to 
insurance companies. AIDA has deployed industry proven solutions that improve 
operational efficiency (claims and underwriting), reduce fraud, waste and abuse 
and increase revenue through upsell and cross-sell. Specifically, AIDA’s SMART 
CLAIMS and FRAUD solutions are being used by more than 50% of health 
insurers (Shield Plan) in Singapore. Besides Singapore, AIDA is making inroads 
into Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Hong Kong and India.

AIDA won awards at the Singapore Fintech Festival in 2016 and 2017, the national-
level TechBlazer award in 2018, Frost & Sullivan AP Predictive Analytics for Banks 
and Insurance industry 2019, the Huawei SPARK Global Start-up competition 
2020 and the InsureTech Vertical Champion at HK FinTech Week 2021. It secured 
Series A funding from Mastercard, Kuok Ventures and SgInnovate in 2019.

A. Insurance Claims Automation. AIDA’s SMART CLAIMS solution provides end-
to-end health insurance claims processing starting from ingesting claims 
invoices submitted by a policy holder to providing a final recommendation 
as to whether the claim should be Approved or Rejected. If rejected, the AI 
provides reasons for why it is rejected. We can also provide an estimate of bill 
size. Compared to the current manual process which may take several days, 
the whole process can be completed in under a minute using AIDA’s AI-driven 
solution. AIDA’s SMART CLAIMS system is in production at Tier-1 insurers and 
it can easily handle more than 10K claims per month with very low leakage and 
high straight through processing (STP) rates.

We have validated the robustness of SMART CLAIMS across multiple insurers 
across Singapore and for its ability to process a large variety of claims types 
including GP, Specialist, Day Surgery and In-patient claims. We have also 
demonstrated its ability to work in countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, 
Indonesia and Hong Kong.

B. Health Claims Fraud Detection. AIDA’s SMART FRAUD solution provides in-
line, real time detection of potentially fraudulent claims so that they can be 
stopped before payment is made. Drawing on AIDA’s proprietary Fraud Country 
Models, we can detect cases of out-right fraud and softer forms of fraud such 
as over-servicing and over-charging. Typically, we have found about 10% of 
health claims by count may be suspicious and these can account for over 30% 
by value for the claims submitted.

Category
InsurTech; FinTech

Business Model
B2B; SaaS

Website
www.aidatech.io

Contact Person
Dr. Tan Geok Leng

Business Email
gltan@aidatech.io

Business Phone 
Number
+65 9633 4287

Founded
2016

Other Information
Linkedin
AIDA Technologies on 
the Cloud

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

https://www.aidatech.io
mailto:gltan%40aidatech.io?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gtan2/
https://youtu.be/YMJHTvPKd4c
tel:6596334287
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Artius Global

Pitch

Artius Global (AG) is an innovative Regtech company on a mission to simplify 
regulatory disclosures.

Having the shared experience of inefficient and sub-optimal work environments 
at global financial institutions, the management and senior team bring a unique 
perspective to transforming regulatory practices through our software solutions. 
User-centricity (as opposed to product-centricity) is at the forefront of the 
philosophy, principle, and approach in how we have designed these solutions. 
Our proven solutions are made for practitioners by practitioners.

With Shareholding Disclosure as our flagship solution, we are fast expanding 
from a company with a point-solution to a platform covering other regulatory 
areas, including Transaction Monitoring and ESG.

- Artius Global Shareholding Disclosure

Non-compliance with Shareholding Disclosure (SD) of publicly issued securities 
can result in civil fines and penalties. At its worst, it can lead to reputational 
damage and incarceration of the directors and sanctions of the affected 
financial institution. The SD process can be highly time-sensitive, complex, 
unwieldy, and unyielding (e.g. reconciling many positions across entities around 
the world, dealing with different rules and languages in different countries, 
calculating if thresholds been exceeded, and filing in frequently T+2 or less).

The Artius Global Shareholding Disclosure solution (AGSD) is an automated 
end-to-end SD solution that is innovative and intuitive to use, as it is built by 
practitioners for practitioners. Some notable highlights of AGSD are 3,300+ 
rules across 100+ countries and 150+ exchanges for 5 regimes (substantial 
shareholdings, takeover, short selling, issuer limits, and sensitive industries).

- ESG Risk & Sustainability

Managing ESG is vital for reducing risk, simplifying compliance and adding 
value to your organisation. The Artius Global technology platform is designed 
to help you meet the full spectrum of ESG requirements, empowering you to 
monitor and make sense of key data so you can improve your all-round business 
performance and play your part in building a better future for people and the 
planet.

- Real-Time, Rules-Based Transaction Monitoring Anti-money laundering 
and counter terrorist financing regulations are complicated, time consuming, 
and challenging to comply with. Additionally, fraud detection and prevention 
systems are difficult and expensive to set up and cannot adapt quickly when 
criminals change their tactics to avoid detection.

The Artius Global Transaction Monitoring solution (AGTM) is a real-time rules-
based system that is simple and easy to use yet highly configurable. The AGTM 
knowledge engine can adapt to any country’s AML regulations and comes with 
configurable workflows so you can streamline your processes and focus your 
resources on the transactions that pose the greatest risks to your customers 
and your business.

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

Category
Regtech; Fintech; 
Shareholding 
Disclosure

Business Model
B2B; SaaS; Private 
Cloud; On-Premise

Website
www.artiusglobal.com

Contact Person
Jacqueline Pang, CEO

Business Email
jacqueline.pang@
artiusglobal.com

Business Phone 
Number
+65 6854 4435

Founded
2014

Other Information
Linkedin

mailto:jacqueline.pang%40artiusglobal.com?subject=
https://www.artiusglobal.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/artiusglobal/
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Aspire

Pitch

Aspire is the #1 All-in-one financial operating platform for businesses in 
Southeast Asia, with a mission to reinvent finance for a new generation of 
entrepreneurs and businesses.

The company serves over 10,000 businesses across the region, partnering with 
leading financial firms like Visa and Wise to power its solutions.

Headquartered in Singapore, Aspire has over 400 employees across four 
countries and is backed by some of the world’s best VCs, including Sequoia and 
Y-Combinator. To date, the company has raised over US$200 Million in funding 
and has been recognised as a Technology Pioneer by the World Economic Forum.

There are 70 million micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in 
Southeast Asia. On average, they use seven different providers for banking, 
accounting, and other financial services. This creates manual work and lag in 
their payment and paper flows, increasing inefficiency, risk of human error, and 
bad data as they scale.

We help new-age businesses save time and money with multi-currency 
accounts and cards, expense management, payable management, and 
receivable management solutions - all in one account.

With an end-to-end ecosystem of automated products, we help CFOs and 
business leaders transform their finance functions by unlocking growth through 
enhanced productivity and real-time visibility over spend.

Category
Fintech

Business Model
SaaS; B2B

Website
www.aspireapp.com

Contact Person
Thomas Jeng
Brenda Shee

Business Email
thomas.jeng@
aspireapp.com
brenda@
aspireapp.com

Business Phone 
Number
Thomas: 
+65 8318 5205
Brenda: 
+65 9006 6902

Founded
2018

Other Information
Linkedin

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

https://aspireapp.com/
mailto:thomas.jeng%40aspireapp.com?subject=
mailto:brenda%40aspireapp.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aspire-sea/
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Cynopsis Solutions was established in Singapore in 2014 and offers regulatory 
technology (RegTech) solutions designed to automate Know Your Customer 
(KYC) / Anti-Money Laundering (AML) processes. We focus on building anti-
money laundering and counter-terrorism financing SaaS products that help 
our global clients comply with regulatory requirements and stay ahead of the 
regulatory curve. Our products include KYC/AML screening and documenting, 
digital onboarding, transaction monitoring and Balanced Scorecard Framework 
compliance.

Cynopsis Solutions has been identified as the Top50 High Growth Companies 
in Asia Pacific and Top10 Fastest Growing Companies in Singapore in 2020 and 
we also won the Singapore FinTech Association Top10 FinTech Leaders’ award. 
Cynopsis Solutions is a winner of MAS FinTech Awards 2018 and has been 
recognized as one of the REGTECH100 for the year 2018, 2019 and 2022 – an 
annual list of 100 of the world’s most innovative RegTech companies. We have also 
achieved and maintained our ISO 27001:2013 Certification for two consecutive 
years, assuring our clients with the highest information security level.

We are headquartered in Singapore and have operating offices in United Kingdom, 
United States, Abu Dhabi, Taiwan and Vietnam.

Cynopsis Solutions

Pitch

We understand that businesses worldwide often struggle to keep up with 
the ever-changing regulatory requirements, and our solutions are designed 
to provide businesses with the optimal solutions to resolve their compliance 
pain points. This is achieved by combining our deep regulatory and compliance 
expertise with smart use of functional technologies to develop solutions to 
automate the manual process of AML/KYC screening and client onboarding.

Our automated KYC/AML solutions are designed to help businesses to keep 
up with the complex and ever-changing regulatory requirements particularly 
Client Onboarding, Risk based assessment and KYC Screening, and Transaction 
Monitoring.

Artemis is a comprehensive and user-friendly automation tool, which 
helps clients meet complex KYC/AML/CTF regulatory requirements. Built 
specifically to address the challenges of the ever-changing regulatory 
landscape, Artemis helps regulated businesses to stay ahead of the 
regulatory curve by assisting them in fulfilling their KYC, risk assessment, 
record keeping, screening and on-going due diligence obligations.

Athena is a real-time transaction monitoring tool that leverages on 
advanced technologies like AI and data analytics to screen & identify 
suspicious transactional patterns.

Ares is a seamless Digital User Onboarding platform, which provides 
businesses with a frictionless onboarding digital experience to securely and 
accurately verify and onboard both individual and corporate customers, 
anywhere and anytime.

Category
FinTech; RegTech

Business Model
SaaS; B2B

Website
www.cynopsis-
solutions.com

Contact Person
Evelyn Ng
Sonia Lim

Business Email
evelyn@cynopsis.co
sonia@cynopsis.co

Business Phone 
Number
Evelyn: 
+65 8321 8323

Sonia: 
+65 9674 0898

Founded
2014

Other Information
Linkedin
Interactive Brochure

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

1.

2.

3.

https://cynopsis-solutions.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3839839/
https://indd.adobe.com/view/116ce751-0173-4c56-834f-27c81aaa86d2
mailto:evelyn%40cynopsis.co?subject=
mailto:sonia%40cynopsis.co?subject=
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CreditEngine

Pitch

Our Investors

Why Digitize Your Debt Collecting?

Unique Reminder Flow per each User

Meet our NPL Partners

Mixing Online & Offline Communication Channels

CreditEngine is a SaaS products provider of services that cover from online 
lending process to debt collection with data-driven digital technology to financial 
sector. Head office in Tokyo, Japan, and operations in Singapore.

CE Collection - Bring your Debt Collection to the Next Level

Category
FinTech

Business Model
B2B; Financial SaaS

Website
www.global.
creditengine.jp

Contact Person
Kentaro Hara
Seiichiro Uchiyama

Business Email
k.hara@creditengine.jp

global.info@
creditengine.jp

Business Phone 
Number
+65 9082 9192

Founded
2018

Other Information
SFA Directory Listing

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

https://global.creditengine.jp/
https://directory.singaporefintech.org/directory/listing/credit-engine-asia-pte-ltd?_gl=1*4c34v5*_ga*NTE4MTc2NjA0LjE2NjYzMjAyMTc.*_ga_DEHB5W4RVC*MTY2NjU4NjEwOC4zLjAuMTY2NjU4NjEwOC4wLjAuMA..&_ga=2.81625559.1968706961.1666581568-518176604.1666320217
mailto:k.hara%40creditengine.jp?subject=
mailto:global.info%40creditengine.jp?subject=
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DigiFT

Pitch

DigiFT provides decentralized finance solutions on the Ethereum public 
blockchain. We operate the first and only decentralized digital asset exchange 
in a regulatory sandbox administered by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 
Asset owners can capital raise using blockchain-based security tokens on our 
platform, and investors can trade with continuous liquidity via an Automated 
Market Maker mechanism. We are a global outfit backed by well-established 
venture partners. The founding team originates from Goldman Sachs, UBS, 
Citibank and Morgan Stanley, and has deep blockchain technology knowledge, 
having successfully developed digital asset exchange and products in the past.

The tokenized market is projected to be 10% of the global GDP by 2030. 
Tokenization of illiquid assets alone is expected to be US$ 16 trillion in value. 
Challenges to mass adoption include the lack of regulatory-compliant solutions, 
inadequate investor protection and limited secondary trading liquidity of digital 
assets.

DigiFT operates a decentralized digital asset exchange that is regulated by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore. We offer:

Institutional grade KYC/AML procedures and whitelisting mechanism that 
screen and issue verifiable credentials to investors

On-chain and off-chain transaction monitoring to mitigate against market 
manipulation and operational risk

Flexibility to invest and trade asset-backed security tokens using fiat 
currency or stablecoins (USDC) directly from the digital wallet without 
intermediaries

Trade anytime anywhere with continuous liquidity via an Automatic Market 
Maker mechanism, a first-of-its-kind for security tokens

Category
Blockchain; Regulated 
Decentralized Digital 
Asset Exchange; 
Security Token

Business Model
Security Token 
Issuance and Trading; 
B2C; B2B2C; B2B

Website
www.digift.sg

Contact Person
Ken Chew
Amos Song

Business Email
partnership@digift.
com.sg

Business Phone 
Number
Ken Chew: 
+65 9169 6691

Amos Song: 
+65 9380 0254

Founded
2020

Other Information
Linkedin
Twitter

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

1.

2.

3.

4.

https://digift.sg/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/digift-tech/
https://twitter.com/DigiFTTech
mailto:partnership%40digift.com.sg?subject=
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DS Legends Pte Ltd

Pitch

What is DSL trying to solve?

What can DSL do for you?

Why hire DSL for your Web3 projects?

DS Legends Pte Ltd (DSL) is the developer of Web3 applications with its own 
stable coin, 2 exchanges with partners and multiple NFT platforms. Presently 
building a Super Decentralized Application.

The Problem
Every year personal information of website users are stolen and sold illegally. 
Data provided by the users are unsafe in centralized servers. In some countries, 
there is a hefty fine if you fail to keep the data secure.

Our Solution
We don’t save your data in a centralized or decentralized server as it is. Only a 
hash of the data is saved in the blockchain. Only Authorized users can decrypt 
the hash with the help of smart contract.

To find out how Web3 can be used, please visit https://dsl.sg/products.

1.   DApps Development
2.  Smart Contract Development
3.  Smart Contract Audit
4.  Data Security

1.  Certified Fintech Company
2.  24 hours development team
3.  Great Support Team
4. Many Case Studies to explore

Category
Web3 Development

Business Model
B2B; B2C

Website
www.dsl.sg

Contact Person
Gunasekaran K S 
Maniyam

Business Email
support@dsl.sg

Business Phone 
Number
+65 8742 8153

Founded
24 September 2021

Other Information
TikTok
Linkedin

mailto:support%40dsl.sg?subject=
https://dsl.sg/
https://www.tiktok.com/@dslsingapore
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dslsingapore
https://dsl.sg/products
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Funding Societies

Pitch

Funding Societies is the largest SME digital financing platform in Southeast 
Asia. It is licensed in Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, registered in Malaysia, 
and operates in Vietnam. The FinTech company provides business financing 
to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), with a track record of US$2.6 
billion, annualising at US$1.1 billion. Its recent strategic milestone includes a co-
investment into Bank Index in Indonesia.

Funding Societies is backed by SoftBank Vision Fund 2, SoftBank Ventures 
Asia, Sequoia Capital India, Alpha JWC Ventures, SMBC Bank, BRI Ventures, VNG 
Corporation, Rapyd Ventures, Endeavor, EBDI, SGInnovative, Qualgo, and Golden 
Gate Ventures among others. It was given the MAS FinTech Award in 2016, the 
Global SME Excellence Award at the United Nations’ ITU Telecom World in 2017, 
KPMG Fintech100 in 2018, Brands for Good in 2019, and ASEAN Startup of the 
Year by Global Startup Awards in 2020. In 2022, it received the Platinum award 
for Responsible Digital Innovator of the Year by World Bank IFC SME Finance 
Forum and won the MAS Fintech award for the second time.

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), the bulwark of the ASEAN 
economy, still encounter multiple barriers in accessing funds from traditional 
financial institutions today. Funding Societies was incorporated in Singapore 
in 2015 to close the region’s multi billion-dollar SME funding gap and empower 
SMEs to reach their full potential. With the motto of “Stronger SMEs, Stronger 
Societies”, the FinTech platform provides business financing to the region’s 
SMEs. These financing opportunities are funded by individual investors at a 
minimum amount of S$20 as well as institutional investors.

Funding Societies is a 2-sided platform that services SMEs and Investors 
simultaneously. It believes in growing underserved SMEs in Southeast Asia 
while at the same time providing platform investors with the option of short-
term fixed income.

Category
FinTech

Business Model
B2B; B2C; SaaS

Website
www.fundingsocieties.
com

Contact Person
Glennice Yong
Charles Ham

Business Email
glennice.yong@
fundingsocieties.com

charles.ham@
fundingsocieties.com

Business Phone 
Number
+65 6221 0958

Founded
2015

Other Information
Linkedin

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

https://fundingsocieties.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/funding-societies/
mailto:%0Dcharles.ham%40fundingsocieties.com?subject=
mailto:glennice.yong%40fundingsocieties.com?subject=
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InvestaX

Pitch

InvestaX is a Singapore licensed investment and trading platform for Security 
Tokens and Digital Securities, of global private markets assets.

We provide a unified blockchain platform with proprietary technology to issue, 
distribute, trade, custodize digital assets.  All types of assets can be tokenized 
from collectibles like art, NFTs, income from royalties, to more traditional assets 
such as real estate, PE funds, VC funds.  Different interests can also be tokenized 
from debt instruments to equity or economic interests.  

We provide end to end solutions for anyone who wants to issue, trade, custodize 
or create liquidity pools for any security token or digital securities offering.

Making an investment company web 3 compatible is difficult, expensive and 
time consuming, we offer fund managers, asset managers and other financial 
institutions a co-branded tokenization platform for all your security offerings, so 
that you can issue, invest, trade and custodize all of your assets digitally in one 
place. We use smart contracts and blockchains to develop the next generation 
of digital investment products and help issuers, investors and companies 
identify the challenges and the opportunities in the digital asset space and help 
them become Web 3.0 compatible.

InvestaX also has the only market making solutions for security tokens through 
partner platform www.ixswap.io, so anyone who owns a security token can 
create their own first liquidity pools.
 
Solutions for security tokens and digital securities industry:

Category
FinTech

Business Model
B2B; White label 
tokenization platform

Website
www.investax.io

Contact Person
Julian Kwan,
Co-founder & CEO

Alice Chen, 
Co-founder & General 
Counsel
 
Business Email
julian@investax.io
alice@investax.io

Business Phone 
Number
+65 6911 6926

Founded
2015

Other Information
Linkedin
Twitter
Infinity and Beyond 
Podcast

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

Advisory
Token Issuance
Capital Raising
Secondary Trading
Custody
Liquidity Pools
White-Label platform

mailto:julian%40investax.io?subject=
mailto:alice%40investax.io?subject=
https://investax.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/investax/
https://twitter.com/investax
https://www.infinityandbeyond.io/
http://www.ixswap.io
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Pilon

Pitch

Pilon works with suppliers to provide them with immediate access to their owed 
payment and give buyers more time to pay off their balances. From automating 
transactions to tracking of approved invoices, Pilon enables both buyers 
and suppliers to obtain strategic cash flow to better their operations through 
technology.

Pilon welcomes collaborations with banks and financial institutions in the South 
East Asia region that will like to digitalise their factoring processes.

Buyers often push for the longest credit terms possible while suppliers have 
to endure long payment cycles bounded by contractual agreement. Even 
when agreed payment terms have been established, suppliers continue to 
encounter late payments from time to time that impacts their cash flow and 
lost opportunities.

Lenders put up an intensive amount of checks to verify the authenticity of the 
borrowing that consumes manpower and time, adding to the cost and delay 
for the borrower (supplier) which often resulted in delayed financing and poor 
experiences for all parties.

Suppliers are now able to see the invoices that they are owed and then choose 
one or multiple invoices via their mobile app for early financing. Suppliers will be 
able to select the date they want the funds in their bank account (if they don’t 
need it urgently), all thanks to the built in LIVE dynamic discounting where the 
discounted offer will be presented to the supplier for their consideration before 
accepting it.

Buyers now enjoy a healthier business relationship with their suppliers who now 
have access to payment, on-demand.

‘Almost’ plug and play, Banks and financial institutions can now ‘install’ Pilon 
software into their suite of products and achieve a more efficient factoring 
process or rollout a new product for their organisation.

Category
Fintech; Lending; 
Alternate Financing; 
Supply-chain 
Financing

Business Model
B2B

Website
www.pilon.sg

Contact Person
Flora Ho
Eddie Lee
 
Business Email
flora@pilon.sg
eddie@pilon.sg

Business Phone 
Number
+65 8700 9161

Founded
2020

Problem / Opportunity

Solution / Product

https://pilon.sg/
mailto:flora%40pilon.sg?subject=
mailto:eddie%40pilon.sg?subject=
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Pand.ai

Pitch

Pand.ai builds enterprise-grade AI Chatbots for large enterprises across 
Southeast Asia, such as Allianz, Bangkok Bank, CIMB Bank, Great Eastern, MSIG 
and Schroders

The Chatbots we built consistently deliver over 80% effective accuracy, with a 
significant proportion above 90%. Many of our clients have enjoyed very high 
ROI (Return on Investment) with our Chatbots in use cases spanning across 
marketing/lead generation, customer service, and even internal operational 
efficiency.

In short, we create the best Chatbots in Southeast Asia.

We believe AI Chatbot is a natural evolution of digital interface, after websites 
in the 1990s and mobile apps in the 2010s. As consumers’ times become more 
and more fragmented, an AI Chatbot provides the best channel for businesses 
to engage and interact with their customers digitally.

All of the AI Chatbots we build are tailored for the specific use cases of our 
clients. Some examples include:

The future of commerce is not conversational.

It is the present.

A recruitment Chatbot that helped an insurance company to lower its cost 
of recruiting agents by up to 90%;
A marketing Chatbot that outperformed the landing page by 6X in 
generating leads;
A HR Chatbot that handled claims and leave application automatically and 
without any human intervention;
A customer service Chatbot that processed more than 2,000 queries every 
month with nearly 90% effective accuracy

Category
FinTech

Business Model
B2B; B2C; SaaS

Website
www.pand.ai

Contact Person
Chuang Shin Wee

Business Email
shin@pand.ai

Business Phone 
Number
+65 9349 9032

Founded
2016

Other Information
Linkedin
Case Studies

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

https://pand.ai/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pand.ai/
https://www.pand.ai/case-studies
mailto:shin%40pand.ai?subject=
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Protos Labs

Pitch

Protos Labs is a Singapore Insurtech startup founded by ex-Booz Allen 
cybersecurity consultants. We adopt a threat-based approach to transform the 
way Insurers and Enterprises manage their cyber risks. Prior to starting Protos 
Labs, our founders developed the world’s first threat-based risk assessment 
methodology for a Global 500 Bank that was eventually presented to 2 national 
regulators.

Protos Labs is the first cybersecurity startup in Asia to support underwriting and 
risk management for a cyber insurance product. They are also winners of the 
Cybersecurity Agency of Singapore (CSA’s) Innovation Call 2021 in the area of 
cyber risk management.

Organizations are faced with increasing cyber threats - in 2020, ransomware 
alone grew 485%. Yet existing approaches to cyber risk management are static, 
fragmented and manual, resulting in high loss ratios for Insurers and ineffective 
risk reduction for Enterprises.

We believe there is a better way to manage cyber risk, i.e. using a threat-based 
approach. This approach involves understanding how different bad actors 
work and assessing the organization’s resiliency against that real-world data. 
Regulators in the region such as HKMA and CSA are also moving towards a 
threat-based approach to cyber risk assessment.

Our threat-based cyber risk platform (Nexus) quantifies an organization’s cyber 
risks in monetary terms based on real-world threat activity. For insurers, Nexus 
enables accurate cyber insurance underwriting and risk modeling that adapts 
to the dynamic cyber threat landscape. For enterprises, Nexus enables them to 
prioritize the cyber defenses that move the needle the most while measuring 
the Return on Investment (ROI) of their cyber programme.

Category
Insurtech; 
Cybersecurity

Business Model
B2B2C; B2B2B

Website
www.protoslabs.sg

Contact Person
Joel Lee

Business Email
enquiry@protoslabs.sg
joel_lee@protoslabs.sg

Business Phone 
Number
+65 9763 7383

Founded
2021

Other Information
Linkedin

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

mailto:enquiry%40protoslabs.sg?subject=
mailto:joel_lee%40protoslabs.sg?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/company/protos-labs/
https://protoslabs.sg/
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PureSoftware

Pitch

PureSoftware is a global software product and digital services company that 
focuses on driving a differentiated customer experience, accelerating cycle time 
and improving business outcomes through an integration of digital solutions, 
robotic process automation, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and IoT. Our 
solutions leverage next generation disruptive technologies to deliver competitive 
advantage to your business.

Arttha - unified fintech platform from PureSoftware enables Financial 
Institutions to accomplish their journey of digital transformation to promote 
financial inclusion. Our solutions in Cloud based core banking, Digital Wallet 
and Payments, BNPL as a service, Loan Lifecycle management and Agency 
Banking are a testimony to our approach of accelerating digital transformation 
for financial institutions and improving Financial Inclusion.

Arttha has been awarded with many awards and recognitions globally like 
the Best Payment Platform of the Year by DBS, Fintech Award for Financial 
Technology by SBR, Excellence in Fintech Solutions by Finnovex.

With the growing consumer demands for leveraging the benefit of digital 
solutions, banks and fintech firms find themselves consistently struggling to 
scale and meet the dynamic needs of their customers.

Innovative products such as Buy Now Pay Later and Straight through loan 
processing services present a challenge to the banks and financial institutions 
to come up with solutions to not just meet the end user requirements but 
to have a proper and detailed structure in making it an effective, secure and 
feasible option for the flow of transactions as well as credit.

‘Arttha’ is an award winning fintech platform offering a comprehensive set of 
solutions catering to the entire ecosystem of Consumer and SME banking and 
fintechs. Deployed by more than 150 financial institutions in emerging markets 
such as Indonesia, Nepal, Myanmar, and countries in Africa, Arttha’s unified 
fintech architecture provides an unrivalled experience in the digital financial 
services space. Arttha is a cloud-ready, multi-tenanted, open API based unified 
fintech solution, providing users with an omnichannel experience. Independent 
functional modules in Arttha include:

Buy Now Pay Later: BNPL allows seamless onboarding, configurable fees 
and charges, partner management and binding and pay later product 
configurations through a single back office interface built on a microservices 
architecture.
Digital Loan Lifecycle Management: Arttha’s end-to-end Digital Lending 
capabilities ensures the entire lifecycle of a customer and a merchant 
right from loan origination, credit decisioning, loan management and loan 
servicing are managed within the platform.
Cloud based Core Banking: Arttha’s core banking modules allow for saving 
and deposit accounts to be created and managed in multiple currencies 
with a consolidated chart of accounts of reporting purposes.
eWallet and Digital Payments: The wallet module in Arttha includes end 
to end functionalities for product setup, merchant management, real time 
fees and charge management, loyalty management as well as financial 
accounting.

Category
FinTech

Business Model
Enterprise B2B; 
Banking Platform

Website
www.puresoftware.
com

Contact Person
Udeet Bhagat

Business Email
udeet.bhagat@
puresoftware.com

Business Phone 
Number
+65 6823 8040

Founded
2005

Other Information
Arttha Website

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

1.

2.

3.

4.

https://puresoftware.com/
https://www.arttha.com/
mailto:udeet.bhagat%40puresoftware.com?subject=
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SolveCube

Pitch

SolveCube is an AI talent marketplace platform.

It is a talent supply chain partner to hire experienced and mature talent for full 
time or part time roles on short-term, Interim, permanent or turnkey basis.

A dynamically aggregated pool of 480+M domain experts are made available to 
solve business critical management problems.

Speedy and accurate, SolveCube’s AI technology and matchmaking engine IP 
blended with domain expertise delivers a curated, skill to task matched, ready to 
hire, fit for role, talent short list in 72 hours.

SolveCube is the preferred talent supply chain partner for major consulting firms, 
funded start-ups, fintech firms, Banks, aviation, IT and manufacturing sectors, 
select PE/VC firms across SEA, South Asia, and GCC.

SolveCube is the solution to acquire talent capability quickly and solve the 
problem of:

SolveCube is an AI talent marketplace platform that dynamically aggregates 
talent with speed, accuracy and cost efficiently, blended with domain expertise 
for veracity.

SolveCube delivers:

Business Critical & Expensive: Mature experts are critical for business 
growth but are expensive to employ full time especially for SMBs.
Talent Market Dispersed: Mature experienced talent working independently 
in the gig economy is on the rise but disconnected and spread wide.
Fragmented Sourcing: Experienced & mature talent is cumbersome to 
find, acquire, and engage.
Market Domination: The market is dominated by large, expensive head 
hunting and consulting firms.

Recruiters on Demand (RoD): 1800+ ROD available as dedicated capacity 
to work as Talent Acquisition experts for clients. A fixed monthly fee + small 
success fee applies.. Companies have saved >50% on Talent acquisition 
costs with this product.
Short term experts: 20,000 + experts at mid and senior level across APAC 
and GCC for short term and interim assignments. These include CXOs, 
and domains like HR, Banking, Finance, Risk, Process Engineering, Project 
management and IT
Talent Supply Chain Partnership: CXOs and full ninja teams on permanent, 
short term, full time or turnkey assignments in 14+ domains without 
geographical constraints.
Permanent role hiring: Instant access to 480 M+ profiles. A powerful 
matchmaking engine generates a shortlist in 5 minutes. Curated by our 
RMs the client receives a final 3 profile shortlist within 72 hours
Opportunities for solopreneurs & small firms: Domain experts find work 
for themselves and scale their work by building ninja teams on the platform
Products: Ready to use HR tools and Toolkits and organization diagnosis 
tools

Category
Talent Solutions

Business Model
B2B; AI Talent 
Marketplace platform

Website
www.solvecube.com

Contact Person
Chandru Pingali, 
Founder & MD

Farida Charania, 
Chief Business Officer

Business Email
chandrupingali@
solvecube.com

farida@solvecube.com

Business Phone 
Number
Chandru: 
+65 9728 7395

Farida: 
+65 8189 1583

Founded
2011

Other Information
Linkedin

Problem & Opportunity

Solution & Product

https://solvecube.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/solvecube
mailto:chandrupingali%40solvecube.com?subject=
mailto:farida%40solvecube.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chandrupingali/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/faridacharania/
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Tribe Fintech

Pitch

Tribe Fintech is a global tech company providing underserved SMEs all over 
the world with simple business tools and networks to help them make better 
business decisions and improve their financial health.

Tribe’s ground-breaking white-label SME financial community platform and 
‘Ecosystem in a Box’ for banks and fintechs, turns SME customers into thriving 
and connected business communities.

We are building an ever-expanding ecosystem of global and local non-financial 
service partners across our core pillars of business tools, business education 
and business networks - all with the aim of helping SMEs start and scale their 
businesses in the digital economy. Our current partner offerings include easy-
to-use ecommerce sites, accounting software, inventory management and 
logistics as well as business courses and pathways provided by global tech 
giants and local universities and SME organisations.

SMEs are looking to their banks for support beyond banking. Our B2B2C 
and Platform-as-a-Service business model means that we co-create and 
orchestrate ecosystems for banks and their SME customers. Tribe’s partners 
can use our insights to customise and integrate their own ecosystem partners 
for a fraction of the cost and in minimal time – offering SMEs a ‘beyond banking’ 
and Netflix-style platform of value-added services designed just for them. 
We turn traditionally thin-file customers into thick-file customers using real 
business data.

Category
Fintech

Business Model
B2B2C; PaaS

Website
www.tribefintech.com

Contact Person
Mo Harvey
Jackson Oh

Business Email
mo@tribefintech.com
 
jackson@tribefintech.
com

Business Phone 
Number
Thomas: 
+65 9852 0861

Founded
2022

Other Information
Linkedin

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

https://tribefintech.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tribefintech
mailto:mo%40tribefintech.com%20?subject=
mailto:jackson%40tribefintech.com?subject=
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Tagit Pte Ltd

Pitch

Tagit is an award-winning leading digital banking solutions provider based out 
of Singapore. Tagit’s, Mobeix Digital Banking Platform (DBP) and suite of digital 
banking products provide best-in-class digital capabilities and user experiences 
for banks across Asia, Africa and the Middle East. The company’s cloud native, 
SaaS-deployable digital solutions enable banks to efficiently process $100B+ 
in transactions annually and significantly grow their online customer bases by 
offering award-winning, secure and personalized UX.

The onboarding journey is a customer’s first impression on how they will be able 
to engage with the bank once an account is opened, which puts a lot of pressure 
to provide them with a customer-friendly and frictionless experience. MDO 
enables banks to accelerate the customer onboarding journey by automating 
the end-to-end process in a simplified and streamlined manner by using the 
most current biometrics capabilities, capturing accurate information, adhering 
to regulatory standards and optimising operational efficiency.

MRB allows banks to seamlessly engage consumers across different channels 
– mobile, web, social media, voice and deliver digital banking services from 
onboarding, advanced biometrics, account management and payment 
capabilities. Leveraging AI technologies and push notifications, banks can 
deliver personalized and context-based financial services to consumers on the 
move.

MCB enables banks to manage their corporate client across varied digital 
channels. MCB provides corporates with access to a comprehensive dashboard 
detailing their financial position to enable them to make informed decisions with 
greater efficiency. Clients can execute all their transactions through a single 
interface and receive real-time notifications for various banking transactions. 
Advanced workflows, access control rights and corporate admin facilities allow 
business to effectively manage their users.

Category
FinTech

Business Model
Enterprise B2B; 
Digital Banking 
Solutions Provider

Website
www.tagitmobile.com

Contact Person
Jalpa Shah

Business Email
info@tagitmobile.com

Business Phone 
Number
+65 6338 4824

Founded
2004

Other Information
Linkedin

Mobeix Digital Onboarding (MDO)

Mobeix Retail Banking (MRB)

Mobeix Corporate Banking (MCB)

https://www.tagitmobile.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tagit-pte-ltd/mycompany/
mailto:info%40tagitmobile.com?subject=
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Wirex

Pitch

Wirex is a worldwide digital payment platform and regulated institution that has 
forged new rules in the digital payments space. Founded in 2014, Wirex was 
created to make the digital economy accessible to everyone. Having experienced 
overwhelming success across the UK and EEA regions, in 2019, we brought our 
industry-leading product to APAC.

With over 5 million customers worldwide and rapid expansion into new territories, 
including the US, Wirex is uniquely placed to support and promote the mass 
adoption of a cashless society through creative solutions.

Our goal has been to make crypto ‘open to all’, offering the ability to utilise 
crypto in the everyday with the world’s first crypto-enabled debit Visa card. 
Before Wirex was created in 2014, crypto was inaccessible to everyday users. 
The product aims to bridge the gap between traditional finance and crypto, 
offering use cases for hardcore crypto investors to casual users, and bringing 
the benefits of crypto to the mass market.

We offer many payment service features, allowing users to hold their traditional 
currency in an award-winning, user-friendly app. Wirex’s contactless 
multicurrency Visa prepaid card is ideal for travel, where users can hold and 
spend multiple currencies with no FX fees.

Safety and security are at the heart of what we do, providing reassurance 
for users in an arena sometimes hindered by trust issues. Wirex continues 
to develop the product in line with market developments, whilst adhering to 
regional regulations and securing appropriate licensing where it exists. Wirex is 
operating under the Payments Services Act exemption pending an MPI licence 
by the MAS.

Category
Blockchain Tech; 
Fintech; Payments

Business Model
B2C

Website
www.wirexapp.com

Contact Person
Slava Garal, 
Managing Director 
APAC

Business Email
svyatoslav.garal@
wirexapp.com

Business Phone 
Number
+65 9645 8923

Founded
2014

Other Information
Facebook
Instagram

Problem / Opportunity and Solution / Product

mailto:svyatoslav.garal%40wirexapp.com?subject=
https://wirexapp.com/en-sg
https://www.facebook.com/wirexapac
https://www.instagram.com/wirexapac/
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Wylth®

Introduction

Opportunity & Solution

Wylth® is India’s 1st holistic multi-asset wealth-tech platform for Independent 
Financial Advisors (IFAs). Our vision is to democratise the Indian Wealth 
Management Industry for a broader participation of Financial Advisors and 
Entrepreneurs who are keen to build their own Wealth Management business. 

Wylth® is a comprehensive multi-asset platform that provides the facility 
to transact, manage, and report multiple assets. The platform provides all 
functionality and features required to run a holistic financial advisory business. 
IFAs can increase their wallet-share by cross-selling additional financial products.

Some features include:

Category
Wealth-Tech; FinTech

Business Model
B2B; SaaS

Website
www.wylth.com

Contact Person
Mr. Amit Shah, 
Founder & CEO

Business Email
contact@wylth.com

Business Phone 
Number
+65 9154 3897

Founded
September 2022

Other Information
Linkedin
SFA Directory Listing

Problems

No integrated platform that provides multiple asset classes including 
investments, insurance, and credit under one umbrella 
No existing ecosystem that aims to meet all the needs of IFAs and encourage 
young entrepreneurs to start their own IFA business

White labelled platform
Consolidated reporting at an individual, or family level
Support for transaction, reporting & maintenance of multiple asset classes
Zoom integration
Marketing

https://wylth.com/
https://www/.linkedin.com/company/wylth/
https://directory.singaporefintech.org/directory/listing/a3-tech-pte-ltd?_gl=1*r7exl2*_ga*NTE4MTc2NjA0LjE2NjYzMjAyMTc.*_ga_DEHB5W4RVC*MTY2NjU4NjEwOC4zLjAuMTY2NjU4NjEwOC4wLjAuMA..&_ga=2.149278198.1968706961.1666581568-518176604.1666320217
mailto:contact%40wylth.com?subject=

